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I also include an example answer for each type of question so you can see Please note that these are general structures
and they may vary.

It's a matter of luck if your essay question is related to something you already know a lot about, but that's not
essential. You can also partially agree and partially disagree on that statement. Next Steps Looking for some
sample questions? Why do young people not want to be teachers? Students must highlight key features and
present data or information. Plan your answer to each question. Important tips: Use one body paragraph for the
reasons of the given problem and another body paragraph for the solution. Read the statement in the question
and take some time to point out the positive and negative sides of it. And on the writing task 2 page , you will
find model essays for each type. Read through all the questions carefully and underline important words and
points. Why do you think this is so? Topics for Essays Another slight difference is that the topic giving for the
IELTS general training essay question is a more common topic, such as family, society, TV, schools,
communication etc. Make sure your essay is logical and you answer all the questions presented to you.
However, it is better to give strong and clear opinion. Example question: The use of social media, such as
Facebook and Twitter, is replacing face-to-face contact with many people. December 4 Problem Solution
essays Problem solution essays give you a problem or an issue that you have to discuss in an essay form and
come up with a solution. February 5 Direct Questions essays This type of essay question is more complex,
since you will not be given a straightforward task, but instead you will be asked two or more general
questions. Discuss about both views and give your own opinion. Do you agree or disagree on this view? It is
recommended to take no more than 20 minutes for this. What will be the effects of it on the family and
society? What are the advantages and disadvantages of doing this? Read the question carefully and find out if
you should give your own opinion or not. Essay Question Difficulty One difference is that the essay question
for the General Training writing task 2 is often easier. Below is a list of the minor differences and similarities
between the essays. For example, Some people think that using animals for food and transportation should be
completely banned. Discuss the solutions to overcome the problem of pollution. This is about using
appropriate language, using collocations and the number of errors made. Can I get a band 8 or 9 following
these structures? How this could be changed? Nobody is expecting you to suddenly know everything about the
world of business as an example. To what extent do you agree? It is the same for both GT and academic
essays. Likewise, 40 minutes is the recommended length of time for both types of essays. Check out our essay
correction service.


